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attitudes, for it is wholly derived front thr sitl<- of the
abstract and is completely lacking in tin* munition of
concrete reality,
Every logico-intellcctual formulation* hnwrvrr rmhr.ir-
ing it may be, divests the objective impression of its
living and immediate quality, It must do this in onlt*r
to reach any formulation whatsoever. But, in m» tlninjj,
just that is lost which to the extra vrrtai attitude scrms
absolutely essential, namely the relationship to thr tr.nl
object No possibility exists, therefore,,thut we shall find
upon the line of either attitude any satislurtnry untl
reconciling formula, And yet man e.umnt rem»iin in thin
division—even if his mind could—for this disrm;,Mun is not
merely amatter of remote philosophy; it is the daily rr p«*atrd
problem of the relations of man to himself and to tht»
world. And, because this at bottom is the pwhlrm nt issues^
the division cannot be resolved by a discuHsion of nominalist
and realist arguments, For its solution a third intennnliatn
standpoint is needed. To the (< case in intcllcetu " tangible
reality is lacking; to the "esse in ref* the inintl
Idea and thing come together, however, in the psyche
of man which holds the balance between them.   What
would the idea amount to if the psyche did not provide
its living value?   What would the objective thing be
worth if the psyche withheld from it the determining force
of the sense impression ?   What indeed is reality if it is
not a reality in ourselves, an "esse in aninm11?   Living
reality is the exclusive product neither of the actual,
objective behaviour of things, nor of the formulated idea;
rather does it come through the gathering tip of both In
the living psychological process, through the "ease in
anima."   Only through the specific vital activity of the
psyche does the sense-perception attain that intensity,
and the idea that effective force, which are the two in*
dispensable constituents of living reality.

